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Outdoors Victoria (OV) plays a key role in driving sector development,
industry advocacy, research and stakeholder collaboration to ensure
recovery, growth and an increasing capacity to serve the $6.2 billion
per annum nature-based outdoor activities sectors of Victoria. Since
its inception, OV’s role has grown significantly, delivering initiatives for
industry and community groups, whilst working across multiple government
agencies at a local, state and federal level.
OV will continue to work with government and other partners to support the outdoor sectors, who deliver quality
outdoor recreational activities to millions of Victorians, whilst boosting job opportunities and supporting regional
communities to thrive.
This Strategic Intent plan outlines OV’s future pathway to greater responsibility and leadership within the sectors.
Furthermore, it provides a clear and purposeful recovery strategy for the outdoor sectors of Victoria through 2021.
OV acknowledges the complex external environment, sector disruption, government planning processes and
our own long term transition process. 2021 presents a critical juncture in which we must position ourselves and
our sectors in the best possible way to maximise opportunities for growth and positive community impact.
Key areas we will focus on in 2021 are:
• Support recovery of the outdoor sectors by providing resources, professional development and career
opportunities through increased digital and staffing capacities .
• Play a larger role in the planning and facilitation of the Outdoor Council of Australia (OCA) Summit in May,
2021, a national gathering of outdoor sector members to discuss and implement ongoing foundational sector
changes over the coming years.

Future long term strategic planning will be aligned with an understanding of the future sectors post-recovery and
the long-term vision of the government as outlined under Sport and Recreation Victoria’s (SRV) upcoming refreshed
Strategic Plan.
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VISION
Thriving outdoor sectors of valued professionals
and skilled volunteers, delivering quality outdoor
activities in nature to more Victorians.

OUR COMMITMENT

PARTNERS FOR SUCCESS

OV represents outdoor sectors in Victoria which
comprise of the areas of outdoor education, active
outdoor recreation, nature-based tourism and bush
adventure therapy.

• Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV)
• Victoria Tourism Industry Council
• Australian Camps Association
• Aboriginal Victoria

We will continue to support a connected, vibrant and
valued profession that delivers improved health, wellbeing and education outcomes for all Victorians.

• Parks Victoria
• Department of Environment Land Water and Planning
• Department of Education

Our work will be guided by a respect and
appreciation for the environment, the knowledge
and rights of Traditional Custodians, and the value to
mental health and wellbeing increased time spent in
nature can provide.

• Business Victoria
• Regional Development Victoria
• Affiliate members and subscribers
• Outdoor Council of Australia

STRATEGIC FOCUS
With a clear and deliberate purpose for recovery, our 4 key strategic focus areas are:
• Sector Recovery — Engage with government projects and funding opportunities that provide a direct positive
benefit to the members of our sectors.
• Advocacy — Advocate for the outdoor sectors of Victoria to government and the wider community.
• Networking — Connect and collaborate with professionals, businesses, not for profits, educational organisations and
government with the aim to build a stronger and more resilient outdoor sectors.
• Events, Training & Resources — Identify the recovery needs of the sectors, develop and deliver professional
development that promotes staff retention and attracts new entrants to the profession.
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KEY STRATEGIC FOCUS

SECTOR RECOVERY
Outdoors Victoria (OV) has proved to be a nimble and responsive organisation
which supports government in delivering projects that effectively target the
sectors needs by optimising value from limited resources.

The COVID-19 pandemic effectively shut down the outdoor sectors from March 2020, reducing
incomes for an extended period and leading to business closures. These challenges compounded
the existing hardships due to bushfires impacting delivery earlier in the year. The outdoor sectors
play important roles in a number of the Victorian Government’s key initiatives including supporting
student resilience, community health and wellbeing, and jobs and growth in regional areas. It is
imperative not only to the survival of the sector itself but to the mental health and wellbeing of the
broader community that this sector is supported into the future.
The independent, not-for-profit status of OV means that we can work effectively across a broad
stakeholder base including community groups, businesses, education institutions, and other sector
entities and agencies.
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Our Commitment for 2021
• Increase our participation in the Department of Education and Training’s Active Schools program and identify
opportunities for members of the sectors to be involved in this and similar pilot programs.
• Participate in the Working for Victoria project (subject to funding), to offer employment to three six-month full- time
roles to eligible applicants. Facilitate three more positions to be allocated to Paddle Victoria and Bushwalking Victoria.*
• Assist organisations including Victoria Tourism Industry Council (VTIC) and Australian Camping Association (ACA)
and Parks Victoria (PV) to develop partnerships between accommodation and hospitality providers, licensed tour
operators (LTO) and local adventure activity provider businesses.
• Further develop our Careers in the Outdoors project with Victoria University, other peak bodies and large
organisations to deliver on a wider scale to thousands of students.
• Increase our digital communications to enable further professional development opportunities, events, grants and
funding for the sectors.
• Project manage the ‘Come and Try Outdoor Hubs’ in partnership with PV, funded by SRV employing dozens of
outdoor professionals through LTO businesses and organisations.*
• Advocate for the Victorian climbing community (worth $30 million per annum) by supporting climbing clubs,
LTO’s, community groups, school groups, TAFEs and Universities to better represent the Climbing community
to government, Traditional Owners and other stakeholders.*
* Subject to funding

VISION for 2021
• OV is the partner of choice for government seeking to
support sector recovery.
• The outdoor sectors are well-supported in recovery
through successfully accessing government
programs, such as the Small Business Victoria’s
support grants and several SRV initiatives.

Measures of success
• Outdoor businesses remain open and viable
• Increased interest in outdoor education courses
delivered through TAFE, private RTO or Universities
• Increase of jobseekers seeking careers in the outdoors
• Increased number of OV affiliate members and
retention of affiliate member renewals
• Success in securing funding for:
‘Working for Victoria’
‘Come and Try Outdoors’ Hubs and initial roll out
planning completed
The climbing representation project with initial
staff hired, and support activities commenced
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KEY STRATEGIC FOCUS

ADVOCACY

OV is the recognised leading advocate across the outdoor sectors, offering
connections to market leading experts and insights relevant to education, recreation,
tourism and wellness. We promote and publicise the importance and value of the
outdoor sectors to the Victorian Government and the Victorian community.
In response to OV’s growing role within the outdoor sectors, the scope of our engagement with
government will expand.
OV has partnered with SRV on a range of initiatives due to our shared commitment to driving
increased participation in sport and active recreation for positive economic and social outcomes. We
act as a key resource for opportunities, trends and unmet demands for the diverse outdoor sectors.
Recent changes across a number of government agencies,
and the wider community, make this a critical time
for OV to be providing expert support and
networking opportunities.
To continue to increase our advocacy
on behalf of the outdoor sectors
in partnership with Sport and
Recreation Victoria (SRV).
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Our Commitment for 2021
• Continue to strengthen our relationship with
government departments to effect better outcomes
for the outdoor sectors such as advocating for:

• Providing expert advice directly into senior Department
of Education and Training personnel by maintaining
the quarterly outdoor providers forum in 2021.

The streamlining of administrative processes for
schools going on Camps/outdoor activities.

• Our alignment with the future direction of SRV by
ensuring synergies between SRV’s refreshed strategic
plan for 2022 and beyond, and OV’s new strategic plan
for 2022 – 2024 CY.

Assist DELWP and Parks Victoria in reviewing the
Licensed Tour Operator’s accreditation process
with the aim of streamlining the licensing system.

• Our pursuit of funding to further our research to
more accurately determine the size and impact of the
outdoor sectors in Victoria.

• Maintain regular monthly meetings with senior SRV,
Parks Victoria, DET and DELWP personnel and annual
meetings with the Ministers for Community Sport and
Rec, Environment and Education.

• Our social media reach through a newly developed
social media and communications strategy provided
by a social media and marketing staff member.*

• Come and Try Outdoor hubs.*
• Nature Kindergarten Facilitation Program.

* Subject to funding

Vision for 2021

Measures of success

• OV remains well positioned as the organisation the
Victorian government refers to for advice for all up-todate cross-sector information.

• Continuation of positive relationship with SRV-DJPR,
DELWP, Parks Victoria and DET.
• Increase in number of ‘introductory’ meetings with
new government stakeholders that result in follow
up activity (such as a specific briefing on an issue of
focus).

• We continue to advise on a range of key sector issues.
• The profile of the outdoor sectors, and their
contributions to Victoria’s community and economy, are
valued by a greater number of Victorian Government
Departments and Agencies.

• Increase number of government policies/processes
changes that support member activities (such as
streamlining, infrastructure investment) and benefit the
Victorian community.

• Insights into sector impacts, recovery and trends are
available to inform government policy and provide a
foundation to advocate for appropriate change into
the future.
• OV’s position as trusted advocate to government
on behalf of the various outdoor sectors of Victoria
is strengthened.
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KEY STRATEGIC FOCUS

NETWORKING

By connecting and collaborating with professionals, businesses, not for profits,
education organisations and government, Outdoors Victoria continues to build a
stronger and more resilient outdoor sectors.
Maintaining strong connections to all branches of our sectors is critical. OV’s demonstrated success
in bringing together community groups, educators, and different levels of government will be critical
to sector recovery and development into the future.

Our Commitment for 2021
• Improve our digital communications and web content by delivering online professional development opportunities.*
• Explore ways to improve the value of OV affiliate membership
• Actively participate and play a strong leadership role in the Outdoor Council of Australia (OCA) Summit mid-year
which will look closely at improving the career pathways and business cycles in the outdoor sectors.
• Project work resulting from the OCA Summit which may include work based on the following framework:
Leadership within climate change

Accreditation and safety

Culturally safe practice

Superior service offer

Diversity & inclusion in the outdoors

Galvanised marketing of the sectors

Effective communication on outdoor sector careers

Pay and conditions

Training pathways

Retention of professionals across the sectors

* Subject to funding

Vision for 2021
• OV has increased its capacity to reach an extended
member and subscriber base through improved
connections to experts and quality resources.
• Members are connected and actively engaged.

Measures of success
• Growth in individual participation through the
OCA summit working groups
• Increase number of new affiliate members
• Increased traffic on OV website and social media channels
• Increased positive feedback from delivered
• professional development offerings
• Increased role in advising the three levels of government
on various reference groups and projects
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KEY STRATEGIC FOCUS

EVENTS, TRAINING
AND RESOURCES
Our objective is to identify, develop and deliver professional development and
training resources promoting staff retention and attracting new entrants to the
outdoor sectors.

It is forecast that the outdoor sectors will continue to grow significantly as Victorians increasingly
transition from structured competitive sport into outdoor activities. Outdoor pursuits will also be
driven by a growing focus on mental health and wellbeing, and the increased understanding of the
clear benefits associated with spending time in nature.

Our Commitment for 2021
• Increase our national and international profile through strengthened connections to sector leaders.
• Targeted surveys to gain up-to-date quality data and feed back.
• Expand our capacity to hold more discussions and informal catch ups with affiliate members and subscribers
through digital and in-person forums and workshops.
• Careers in the Outdoors project development.

Vision for 2021
• Increased student and public interest in
careers in the outdoors, leading to further
stability for businesses.
• Increased engagement with OV’s website
and social media channels providing
further cross-sector communications.

Measures of success
• High satisfaction rating across
professional development courses
• Increased feedback and
cross-sector engagement
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FUTURE VISION FOR
2022 AND BEYOND
The four strategic focus areas, outline OV’s approach to a clear and
purposeful recovery strategy through 2021. The short-term nature of this
document addresses the need to focus all efforts on recovery. A longer-term
strategic plan will emerge at the end of 2021 alongside the release of Sport
and Recreation Victoria’s (SRV) new strategic plan.
We are accountable to the successful execution of this strategic intent through 2021 and will work in
partnership with identified stakeholders to succeed in our delivery.
Beyond this immediate time frame, OV remains committed to better positioning itself to proactively address sector
trends, to lead the outdoor sectors of Victoria, and to support SRV through its next phase of strategic growth.
With increased funding, OV can boost our value to the sector and government by further developing a dual role:
• Low-cost consultancy to government agencies – as a trusted delivery partner, with sound sector connections
• Advocacy – increasing our voice for members and the sector
Under these dual functions, OV will seek to align closely to SRV’s new strategic
plan while also providing accountability to SRV.
This partnership is highly valued and remains central to OV’s future as it grows to support greater sector
development and resilience, with the ultimate aim of getting more Victorians active in nature.
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Thriving
outdoor sectors of
valued professionals
and skilled volunteers,
delivering quality outdoor
activities in nature to
more Victorians
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PO Box 1010
Templestowe VIC 3106
Telephone: 03 9846 8812
Email: ceo@outdoorsvictoria.org.au
www.outdoorsvictoria.org.au

Dated: 17 May 2021
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